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ABSTRACT 
THIS STUDY IS AN INVESTIGATION OF STEREO FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHY 
AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIUM OF THE ELSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION OF 
OPTIC DISC TYPING. FoURTEEN SUBJECTS FROM PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY WERE TESTED, 9 WITH STEREO INSTRUCTION 
(GROUP A) AND 5 WITH NON-STEREo INSTRUCTION (GROUP B). BoTH 
GROUPS WERE TESTED WITH A RANDOM SELECTION OF STEREO AND 
NON-STEREO SLIDES. STUDENT'S T ANALYSIS WAS PERFORMED, RESULTS 
REVEALED NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GROUP A AND B IN 
STEREO SLIDE AND OVERALL PERFORMANCE, HOWEVER, GROUP B SCORED 
SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER ON NON-STEREOSCOPIC SLIDES. 
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AN ASSESSMENT OF STEREO FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHY AS AS 
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIUM OF THE ELSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
lNIRill1U.ULQN 
THE ACCURACY IN ESTIMATION OF THE CUP/DISC RATIO IS ONE OF 
THE MOST IMPORTANT CONCERNS DURING THE OPHTHALMOSCOPIC EXAMINATION, 
IN ORDER FOR THIS EVALUATION TO BE OF USE TO THE OPTOMETRIST, 
THE SYSTEM HE EMPLOYS SHOULD BE RELIABLE AS WELL AS REPEATABLE. 
THE ELSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION OF THE OPTIC DISC, DEVELOPED IN , 
1904, IS A SYSTEM WHICH CLASSIFIES THE NERVE FIBER DISTRIBUTION 
IN THE NON-GLAUCOMATOUS EYE. lT IS A SYSTEM WHICH CORRELATES 
THE APPEARANCE OF THE DISC WITH HISTOLOGIC STRUCTURE. (WOODRUFF, 
1970) 
ACCORDING TO BENNET (1942 P. 259) THE ELSCHNIG SYSTEM IS 
OF PROFOUND CLINICAL IMPORTANCE BECAUSE: 
"1. IT IS AN EASY WAY TO DECRIBE THE APPEARANCE OF THE 
DISC AND THE FINDING. 
2. THE PHSIOLOGIC EXCAVATION AND ITS RELATION TO 
VISUAL COMFORT OR DISCOMFORT BECOME APPARANT, 
THE DEEPER THE PHYSIOLOGICAL CUP, THE MORE 
POSSIBILITY OF RETINAL FATIGUE AND VISUAL 
DISCOMFORT, 
3, GLAUCOMA IS MORE EASILY RECOGNIZED AND DIFFERENTIATED 
FROM THE PHYSIOLOGIC EXCAVATION," 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EXCAVATION CAN BE OBJECTIVELY DOCUMENTED WITH 
FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHY. STEREOPHOTOGRAPHS VIEWED BINOCULARILY ALLOW 
A THREE DIMENSIONAL VIEWING OF THE DISC AND CONTOURS WHICH 
) 
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CANNOT ORDINARiLY BE SEEN MONOCULARILY CAN BE APPRECIATED. 
(WILEY, 1976) THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY IS TO ASSESS THE VALUE 
OF USING STEREOPHOTOGRAPHS IN THE INSTRUCTION AND VISUALIZATION 
OF THE ELSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM, 
) 
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BACKGROUND 
THE BASIS OF PROFOUND CONCERN FOR ACCURATE DISC TYPING AND 
MEASUREMENT IS TWOFOLD. 0NE 1 IT INDICATES TO A CERTAIN EXTENT 
WHETHER THE CUPPING IS PHYSIOLOGICAL OR PATHOLOGICAL; AND TW0 1 
IT PROVIDES A MEANS OF COMPARISON BETWEEN SEQUENTIAL EVALUATIONS. 
(HOLLOWS~ 1966) IN THE EARLY DETECTION OF OPEN ANGLE GLAUCOMA1 
IT IS IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE SIGNS AS THE ENLARGEMENT OF THE 
CUP. Bur AS A PREFACE1 WE MUST CONSIDER SOME FACTORS WHICH ARE 
ASSOCIATED WITH A NORMAL DISC. 
IT APPEARS FROM (zECHWOICZ-JANICKA ET AL. STUDY (]377)~ THAT 
THE SHAPE OF THE OPTIC DISC AND CUP DEPEND UPON THE AGE OF THE 
PATIENT 1 AND SUBSEQUENTLY BECOME LESS OVAL VERTICALLY. THIS 
IS SUPPORTED BY TOMLINSON AND PHILLIPS (1977). THE STUDY ALSO 
SHOWED THAT THE MOST FREQUENT AREA RATIOS OF THE CUP/DISC WAS 
6.0/9.0 (OPTIC DISC WAS 6-9 TIMES LARGER THAN THE CUP), 
THE SIZE OF THE OPTIC CUP AND ITS RATIO DEPEND ON THE SIZE 
OF THE SCLERAL RING AND THE "AMOUNT OF ATROPHY OF THE HYALOID 
SUPPORTIVE TISSUE AT THE CENTER OF THE DISC," (AUGSBURGER AND 
ALEXANDER~ 1977) HoLLOWS (196E) SUGGESTS THAT THE CUP/DISC 
RATIO DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE RELATED TO SEX OR CHANGE WITH AGE. 
HoLLOWS AND McGUINESS (1966) IN THEIR STUDY OF THE OPTIC 
DISC FOUND THE CUP SIZE IN NORMAL PERSONS TO BE BIMODAL~ I.E. 
SIZE MODE IS 16MM AND ZERO CUPPING. THEY IMPLIED THAT THIS 
BIMODALITY SHOWS THAT IN NORMAL PERSONS1 CUP SIZE DOES NOT 
CHANGE (OR CUP SIZE IS STATIC) AND THAT HEREDITY PLAYS A ROLE 
) 
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IN INFLUENCING CUP SIZE. lT WAS ALSO IMPLIED THAT AN IN-
CREASE IN CUP SIZE WAS A DEFINITE INDICATION OF ABNORMALITY 
AND A SIGN OF FUTURE VISUAL LOSS REGARDLESS OF OCULAR PRES-
SURE, SNYDACKER (196q) STATES THAT OPTIC DISCS WITH PHY-
SIOLOGIC EXCAVATIONS OF DIAMETERS 2/3 THAT OF THE OPTIC DISCJ 
IS TO BE CONSIDERED AS PATHOLOGIC UNTIL PROVED OTHERWISE. 
TOMLINSON (1977) HAS LISTED SOME FACTORS THAT MAY EXPLAIN 
THE VARIATION OF CUP/DISC RATIOS IN THE NORMAL EYE, RACEJ 
HEREDITYJ INTRAOCULAR PRESSUREJ OUTFLOW FACILITYJ AXIAL 
LENGTHJ DISC SIZE AND OBSERVER DIFFERENCES ARE AMONGST THE 
FACTORS WHICH HAVE HAD SOME INFLUENCE IN VARIABILITY OF CUP 
SIZE, AGEJ AND SEX VARIABLES SHOWED NO BEARING ON CUP SIZE. 
THE LAST POINT TO BE MADE ABOUT THE NORMAL DISCJ IS THAT 
A DISC TYPE APPEARS TO REMAIN STABLE THROUGHOUT LIFE. THIS IS 
SUPPORTED BY WooDRUFF (1970) WHO SHOWED IN HIS STUDY THAT 
THERE WAS LITTLE VARIATION IN PERCENTAGE INCIDENCE OF THE DISC 
TYPES BETWEEN CHILDREN AND ADULTS. 
THE DOCUMENTATION OF THE EXCAVATION OF THE DISC AND ESTIMA-
TIONS OF CUP/DISC RATIOS ARE CLINICAL GUIDES TO ASSESSING THE 
NORMALITY OF THE OPTIC NERVE HEAD. VARIOUS METHODS OF OBTAIN-
ING DATA ON THE CUP AND DISC ARE WIDELY DESCRIBED IN THE LI-
TERATURE, AN ATTEMPT WILL BE MADE TO DESCRIBE SOME OF THESE 
TECHNIQUES, 
IN 1904J [LSCHNIG INTRODUCED HIS SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION 
OF THE OPTIC DISC, THE CLASSIFICATION WAS BASED UPON HEXTEN-
SIVE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE IN-VIVO AND THE ANATOMICAL (AFTER 
J DEATH) APPEARANCE OF HUNDREDS OF NORMAL HUMAN EYES, 11 (KRONFELDJ 
1952 P. 157) THEODORE GROSVENOR (1978) HAS SUMMARIZED THE 
) 
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ANOTHEn TECHNIQUE USED IN DOCUMENTATION IS DIRECT 
OPHTHALMOSCOPY. POLSE (1975) DETERMINED THE HORIZONTAL 
WIDTH OF THE DISC USING THE DIRECT OPHTHALMOSCOPEJ DIVIDED 
THE DISC INTO 10 EQUAL PARTS AND THEN DETERMINED THE CUP 
SIZE TO THE NEAREST TENTH, PICKARD (1948) USED THE DIRECT 
OPHTHALMOSCOPE AND DRAWINGS WERE MADE OF THE APPARENT SIZE 
OF THE OPTIC DISC AND CUP, THEY WERE THEN TRANSFERRED TO 
A GRAPH PAPER AND THE CUP WAS EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
THE DISC, 
SNVDACKER (1964) EXPRESSED THE SIZE OF THE PHYSIOLOGIC 
EXCAVATION AS A RATIO BETWEEN THE HORIZONTAL DIAMETER OF THE 
CUP AND THE HORIZONTAL DIAMETER OF THE DISC ALSO USING THE 
DIRECT OPHTHALMOSCOPE AS THE BASIC MEANS OF MEASUREMENT, 
AUGSBURGER AND ALEXANDER (1977) COMPARED FOUR METHODS 
OF OBSERVATION AND THEIR MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION OF CUP/DISC 
RATIOS, THEY WERE: DIRECT OPHTHALMOSCOPY (SPOT ILLUMINA-
TION)J DIRECT OPHTHALMOSCOPY (STREAK ILLUMINATION)J BINOCULAR 
INDIRECT OPHTHALMOSCOPY AND PHOTOGRAPHY HAVING SLIGHTLY 
HIGHER ESTIMATES OF THE CUP/DlSC RATIO THAN THOSE OBTAINED 
WITH DIRECT TECHNIQUES, 
A PHOTOGRAPHIC METHOD OF DETERMINING THE AREA OF CUP 
AND DISC WAS USED BY HALBERG (1969), HE FOUND THE INDEX OF 
CUPPINGJ IoJ BY TAKING THE RATIO OF THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF 
THE CUP TO THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE DISC MAR~INSJ USING A 
t"lAP MEASURE, GLOSTER AND PARRY (197/.l) USED PHOTOGRAPHY 
THROUGH COLOR FILTERS TO ACCENTUATE THE COLOR DIFFERENCE 
) 
) 
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BETWEEN THE OPTIC DISC AND CUP IN ORDER TO ESTIMATE CUP/DISC 
RATI 0 I 
PoHTNEY (1976) DESCRIBED A ~1ETHOD OF USING STEREO PHOTO-
GRAPHY WITH COMPUTER-GENERATED CONTOUR AND CROSS-SECTIONAL 
MAPS IN EVALUATING THE THREE-DIMENSIONALITY OF THE OPTIC 
CUP, HE CAME UP WITH SIX DISTINCT THREE-DIMENSIONAL SHAPES 
TO CHARACTERIZE NORMAL CUPS, THE CATAGORIES ARE: CONEJ 
CYLINDERJ HEMISPHEREJ CONE-CYLINDERJ CONE-HEMISPHEREJ 
CYLINDER-HEMISPHERE, 
KoTTLER ET AL, (1975) AND BLODI AND ALLEN (1964) HAVE 
ESTABLISHED THE VALUE OF STEREO-FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE 
DOCUMENTATION AND ASSESSMENT OF THE. OPTIC DISC EXCAVATION. 
STEREO PHOTOGRAPHS ALLOW OBSERVATION OF EVEN THE SLIGHTEST 
1
- t:ONTOUR CIIANGES OF TilE PIIYS IOLOG I CAL CUP, 
STEREO PHOTOGRAPHS CAN BE TAKEN USING EITHER OF TWO 
METHODS: SIMULTANEOUS OR SEQUENTIAL EXPOSURES. IN THE CASE 
OF SIMULTANEOUS PHOTOGRAPHY A DOUBLE PRISM IS PLACED BE-
FORE THE OBJECTIVE LENS OF THE CAMERAJ HALVING THE FRAME AND 
DOUBLING THE IMAGES, (SCHIRMERJ 197lJ) (KOTTLER ET AL. 1975) 
THE TWIN-PRISM EFFECTIVELY ALLOWS SIMULTANEOUS VIEWING OF 
THE FUNDUS FROM TWO DIFFERENT ANGLES AND CONTROLS THE DIS-
PARITY OF THE HALF VIEWS. 
UsiNG THE SEQUENTIAL EXPOSURE METHOD TWO PHOTOGRAPHS 
ARE TAKEN IN CLOSE SUCCESSION FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES, BLODI 
AND ALLEN (196LJ) USED WHAT THEY TERMED THE "CORNEA-INDUCED 
PARALLAX METHOD" WHERE THE FIRST PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN THROUGH 
'l 
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ONE SIDE OF A DILATED PUPIL AND THE SECOND THROUGH THE 
OTHER SIDE OF THE PUPIL. A VARATION OF THE SEQUENTIAL 
~1ETHOD ~II Ll BE USED BY THE AUTHORS, 
THE SEQUENTIAL EXPOSURE METHODS HAVE THE ADVANTAGE OF 
ALLOWING AN ENTIRE FRAME TO BE EXPOSED PER HALF VIEW. How-
EVER) MOVE~1ENT OF SUBJECT OR EXAMINER CAN PRODUCE I NCON-
SISTENT AND UNMEASURABLE DISPARITIES BETWEEN THE TWO 
SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHS, (ScH I RMERJ 1974) (BLOD I AND ALLENJ 
1964) ALTHOUGH THE QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION ACQUIRED THROUGH 
THE SEQUENTIAL METHOD IS OF LITTLE VALUEJ THE QUALITATIVE 
INFORMATION CAN BE OF GREAT VALUE. SEEING THE OPTIC DISC 
IN THREE DIMENSIONS OFFERS MORE INFORMATION THAN AN ORDI-
NARY NONSTEREOSCOP IC PHOTOGRAPH, (BLODI AND ALLENJ 196l!) 
THREE DIMENSIONAL VIEWING OF STEREO PHOTOGRAPHS HAS 
) THE POTENTIAL FOR CLASSROOM 1NSTHUC.IlON, (BLOUI AND ALLENJ 
1964) THE AUTHORS WILL ATTEMPT TO USE THIS METHOD IN THE 
INSTRUCTION OF THE [LSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM. 
) 
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METHODS 
AN UNDETERMINED NUMBER OF SUBJECTS WILL BE PHOTOGRAPHED 
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN A TOTAL OF 21[ STEREOSCOPIC SLIDE PAIRS 
(GIVING A TOTAL OF 6 SLIDES FOR EACH CLASSIFICATION TYPE). 
. . . . - - .. -
PRIOR TO DILATIONJ EACH SUBJECT WILL BE EXAMINED USING 
STANDARD OPTOMETRIC PROCEDURE TO MINIMIZE POSSIBILITY OF 
GLAUCOMATOUS ATTACK. SUBJECTS WILL THEN BE DILATED. 
. . . 
PHOTOGR8PHS WILL BE TA~EN WITH THE OLYMPUS FUNOUS CAMERAJ 
MODEL GKC-J.lS. KoDAK tcKTACHROME coLOR FILMJ ASA 200. 
. ' . . 
THE FILM WILL THEN BE DEVELOPED AT A LOCAL LABORATORY, 
20 VOLUNTEER SECOND YEAR OPTOMETRY STUDENTS -AT PACIFIC 
UNIVERSITY CoLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY WILL SERVE AS SUBJECTS, 
THEY WILL BE RANDOMJZED INTO GROUPS OF 10 AND ASSIGNED TO 
EITHER GROUP A OR GROUP B. 
. . 
GROUP A- CoNTROL GROUPJRECEIVING NON-STEREOSCOPIC 
INSTRUCTION. . 
GROUP B- RECEIVING STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUCTION, 
6, GE~~RAL INSTRUCTIONS WI~L BE G~VEN AND PROCE~URES EX-
PLAINED TO BOTH GROUPS. 
7. EACH GROUP WILL BE PRESENTED WITH A WRITTEN DESCRIPTION 
OF THE ELSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION FOR A TIME LIMIT OF 1~ 
MINUTES, DURING THIS PERIOD THE SUBJECTS SHOULD READ 
THE MATERIAL, 
. . 
8, A SLIDE PRESENTATION WILL BE GIVEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN 
ORAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DISC TYPES ACCORDING TO THE DE-
FINED CATAGORIES. 
GROUP A: NONSTEREOSCOPIC INSTRUCTION USING NON-
DISPARATE DUPLICATE HALFVIEWSJ VIEWED 
THROUGH POLAROID GLASSES, 
GROUP B: STEREO INSTRUCTION WILL BE PRESENTED; 8 
STEREO SLIDE PAIRS PROJECTED THROUGH TWO 
TWO PROJECTORSJ WITH POLAROID FILTERSJ 
AND VIEWED THROUGH POLAROID GLASSES. 
9. A DIFFERENT SET OF 19 PRESENTATIONS WILL BE VIEWED AND 
SUBJECTS WILL IDENTIFY CLASSIFICATION TYPE. BOTH GROUPS 
A AND B WILL VIEW 11 STEREOSCOPIC AND 8 NONSTEREOSCOPIC 
SLIDES GIVEN IN PREDETERMINED RANDOM ORDER. 
J 
_J . 
10. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: THE T-TEST WILL BE USED AND CON-
CLUSIONS WILL BE DRAWN AS TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUCTION. 
) 
) 
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RESULTS 
fOURTEEN SUBJECTS OUT OF TWENTY WERE TESTEDJ NINE WITH 
STEREO INSTRUCTION AND FIVE WITH NONSTEREO INSTRUCTION. EACH 
GROUP WAS TESTED WITH BOTH STEREO AND NONSTEREO SLIDES 1 AND 
SCORING WAS BASED UPON THE NUMBER OF INCORRECT RESPONSES MADE.: 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MEAN NUMBER OF INCORRECT RESPONSES IS 
PRESENTED IN TABLE 1. USING STUDENT'S T-TESTJ THE MEANS 
BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS WERE COMPARED~ AND T-SCORES FOR THE 
MEAN STEREO SLIDE SCORES AND THE MEAN TOTAL SCORES WERE IN-
SIGNIFICANl·. HoWEVER~ COMPARISON OF THE MEAN NONSTEREO 
SLIDE SCORES SHOWED THE NONSTEREO INSTRUCTION GROUP B PER-
FORMING SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN THE STEREO INSTRUCTION 
GROUP A AT THE 0.05 LEVEL. THIS WAS THE ONLY SIGNIFICANT 
TREND REVEALED IN THIS STUDY, STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUCTION 
WAS NOT SHOWN TO BE ADVANTAGEOUS IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CUPPING, 
GROUP A. 
( XJ s I D I) 
GROUP B 
ex~ s. n 0) 
T-SCORE 
STEREO 
SLIDES 
lLl!+2.2 
LJ.IJ+ lo 6 
01 3lf 
TABLE I 
NoN STEREO 
SLIDES 
4.0+1.1 
2oL~±l.8 
2.76 
ToTAL 
8 0 L~±2 I 4 
6o/~+2.9 
0.97 
. ) 
) 
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DISCUSSION 
THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY INDICATE THAT STEREO INSTRUCTION 
DOES NOT AID IN LEARNING THE CLASSIFICATION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL . 
CUPPING ACCORDING TO THE ELSCHNIG SYSTEM. ALTHOUGH THE STEREO 
INSTRUCTION GROUP A DID REPORT IMPORVED VISUALIZATION OF 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CUPPINGJ VERY SLIGHT DIFFERENCES IN INCLINATION 
OF CUP WALLS CREATED AMBIGUITY IN CLASSIFYING THE CUPS WITH 
THE ELSCHNIG SYSTEM. OBSERVER VARIATION ALSO CONTRIBUTED TO 
DIFFERENT INTERPRETATION OF BORDER LINE CUPS. SNYDACKER (1964) 
REPORTED THAT THE ELSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM DID NOT COVER 
BORDERLINE CUPS BUT IT WAS OUR BELIEF THAT STEREOSCOPIC VIEW-
ING WOULD HELP AND NOT HINDER CLASSIFICATION. BoTH INVESTI-
GATORS EXPERIENCED DIFFICULTY IN CLASSIFYING SOME OF THE CUPS 
WHEN VIEWED STEREOSCOPICALLY) BUT ON THE WHOLEJ STEREOSCOPIC 
VIEWING AIDED THEM IN CLASSIFICATION POSSIBLY DUE TO EXPERIENCE. 
PERHAPi ANOTHER P~siiB~E SYiTEM WORT~ INVESTIGATION IS 
ONE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED WHICH WAS DEVELOPED BY G.l. PORTNEY. 
IT UTILIZES SIX BASIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL SHAPES ro DESCRIBE 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CUPPING: CONEJ CYLINDERJ HEMISPHEREJ :~cONE- · 
CYLINDERJ CONE-HEMISPHEREJ AND CYLINDER-HEMISPHERE. TH~ 
ELSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM DOES NOT ENCOMPASS ALL PHYSIO-
LOGICAL CUP SHAPESJ BUT IT STILL IS A USEFUL AID IN DISC 
TYPING, 
ALTHOUGH STEREO ENHANCEMENT OF DISC CONTOURS DID NOT 
PROVE TO BE EFFECTIVE IN TEACHING THE ELSCHNIG SYSTEMJ STEREO 
FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHY MAY STILL BE USEFUL IN THE INSTRUCTION OF 
' 
13 
DISC TYPING USING THE PoRTNEY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM THAT 
NECESSITATES A FINE DISCRIMINATION OF CONTOUR, 
) 
) 
) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
THIS STUDY HAS SHOWN THAT STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUCTION DOES 
NOT SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE ASSIMILATION OF THE ELSCHNIG CLASSI-
FICATION SYSTEM, THE ELSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM IS OF _ 
VALUE IN OPHTHALMOSCOPIC EXAMINATION BUT IT IS LIMITED IN THE 
CONFINES OF THE STEREOSCOPIC MEDIUM. fURTHER INVESTIGATION 
IS NECESSARY TO ASSESS THE VALIDITY OF STEREOSCOPIC INSTRUC-
TION AND ITS APPLICABILITY TO OPTIC DISC EVALUATION, 
) 
1. 
') 
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4. 
5. 
6. 
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Typ~ I Type II Type Ill Type IV Glaucoma 
Figure 1. Elschn!g dlsc typing. 
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ELSCHNIG CLASSIFICATION 
Elschnig's Type I disc has no physio-
logical cup, the surface of the nerve 
head being essentially flat and in the 
same plane as the retinal surface. 
In El~chnig's Type II, a physiological 
cup is present and is cylindrical in 
shape, as shown in both the surface 
and cross section diagrams. Depth of 
the cup may vary. 
Elschnig Type III is a saucer shaped 
cup. The central retinal artery and 
vein may be displaced toward the nasal 
edge of the cup. Depth of the cup 
may also vary. 
A ra·ther wide and deep cup is present 
having its greatest depth nasally and 
becoming increasingly shallow tempor-
ally. This is the typical myopic cup-
ping. The vessels are usually dis-
placed towards the nasal border of the 
cup. 
A rather wide and deep cup is present 
resembling a bean pot. The vessels 
may be displaced nasally. 
This disc ·type includes a number of 
miscellaneous categories including 
glaucomatous atrophy, myelinated nerve 
fibers, edematous or atrophied discs. 
Glaucomatous cupping resembles 
Type IVb and differential diagnosis 
should not be made solely upon ophthal-
moscopic observation. 
~l I 
Instructions: 
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ELSCHNIG CLASSIFIC~TION TEST 
Please put a check mark in the column that would best 
describe the disc type according to Elschnig classifi-
cation. Elschnig Type V has been omitted. 
'I'ype I· Type II Type III Type IV 
) 
) 
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RELEASE FORM 
I. Institution 
A. Title: /l.n Ass8s~ment of Stereo 'fundus Photography as an 
Instructional Medium of the ~lschnig Classification 
System 
B. Pr~inciple Investigators: Irene Mirikitani 
Krnsey_ Inouye 
Advisor: Dr. Lynn Coon 
location; Pacific Un1versity _Co1lege of Optometry, Forest 
Grove, Oregon 
Date: 1979 
II. Description of P~~ect 
This project ·is desianed to a~:;ess tl 1u use of s t ereoscopic photography 
as an instructional aid for the El schnig Clas s ifi~ation System of the 
disc types. Photogr~phs will be t aken through the dialated pupil of 
both eyes. In order to per f orm the above photography, a drug to dia-
late the pupil, and a drug to anesthet ize the surface of the eye will 
be used. The health of the eye will be assessed by appropriate pro-
cedures prior to · the instillation of the above drugs. 
III • . Des~ri~tio~ of Risk~ · 
. lns t i rat i on Of the drUgS tO be USed may CaUSe temporary mild irr·j ~a~ lUll 
or s ti nging. Al l ergic react i ons to local anesthetics used in this 
study ar e r are. Since t he ht::!alth of the eye is assessed prior to 
instill ati on of di al ating drugs , risks .of angle closure are minimal. 
Any cameras us eci in t his project are designed for clinical use and as 
such, they provi de no ri s!:s. 
The effe&t ~f. the anes t hetic drugs \'Jill wear off after approximately 
half an hour. R1:bbi ng of th~ ey as w~ i 1 e they are numbed by the anes-
thetic 1s to he avo ided, s ince it can cause damage to the ·cornea. 
Di 1 ati on of the, pupil s CcHl 1 ast from 5 to 6 hours up to two or three 
days. Sunglc.tsse::; 5houk \>e worn \'lhile the pupils are dilated because 
1 ights will sr~e:n rr.uch brig.htet· and may cause discomfort. Driving 
should be avoided ir:!lledi .:;. t~ly follcwing dilation, ·and reading or 
other ne r1 r t~!:i k> liic:..' be diff icul t f ;1r a period of several hours.' If 
sympto:ns pt:!rs ist ~ .. Gy--; :~-j ":hJ tim~ ~imit given a~ove or if any other 
symptoms appear pl eCl.:;e: con ~i:lct rcse:=t-rc~ers of Dr. Steven Dipple 
at the Coil egc of n·jto·netry i mr.,2diatal y. If help is unavailable in · 
the ev-?.nt o-:-· ·im e;~:-r ::~  rc :tc t i cn, an irmeciiate examination by an 
opthalmolog~ s t or t,~_, a. r~ws ·j r: i ar at a hospital ·is necessary. 
IV. Descri nti on of B~Hef·! t5 
'rhts study wi 1i s ir~•w to i;1cre..1se th~ tc:.si c understanding of the 
Elschnig Classificution System and will f,Jrovide information regarding 
pot:ntial of stereophoto1r~phs in tha instruction of disc evaluation. 
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V. AltP.rnatives Advantageous to Subjects 
none 
VI. Offer to Answer Any .Inluiries 
The experimenters wi 1 be happy to answer any quest; Q(IS tha c yov 
m~ have at any time during the course of the study. 
VII. Freedom to Withdraw . 
You are free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue partici-
pation in this project or activity at any ti~ without prejudice 
to you. 
VIII. Subjects His~ory: 
Have you or anyone in your fmaily been diagnosed as having any eye 
disease? 
--~"0 
__ _,yes If yes, please explain: ------------
Have you ever had any adverse reactions to drugs or madic.Jtions·~ 
----'no 
__ ..Jiyes If yes, please expl.ciin: ----------
. 
I have ·read and understood the above • . I am 18 years of a~e ~r o~2r. 
Signed _______________ __ Date 
·-------

